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The main purpose of this paper is to extend certain classic results of Hardy, 
Littlewood and Polya [I] concerning a particular class of bilinear forms. This 
extension yields an inequality concerning the finite sections of these forms. 
Furthermore, as an application, it will be shown that the asymptotic behavior 
of the norm of a particular integral operator with nonsymmetric, positive 
kernel can be described. The basic inequalities that are dealt with here can be 
found in the classic work on inequalities by Hardy, Littlewood and Polya [2]. 
The theorem below is an amalgam of Theorem 318 and Theorem 320. 
THEOREM (HLP). Suppose p > 1, 1 /p + l/q = 1, and K(x, y) satisfies 
(1) K(x, y) > 0 and homogeneous of degree - 1 for x, y 3 0. 
(2) M = j= K(1, t) t-l/P dt = j- K(t, 1) t-‘/q dt < co. 
0 n 
Then for f (x) > 0 
and M is the best possible constant. Furthermore, if 
(3) K(1, t) t-ll” and K(t, 1) t-l/Q are strictly decreasing functions of t for 
o<t<q 
then for a, 3 0, not all 0, 
and M is the best possible constant. 
* A portion of these results are taken from the author’s thesis (University of 
Pennsylvania, 1972). 
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The main result of this paper is 
THEOREM 1. Suppose p > 1, 1 /p + l/q = I, and K(x, y) satisJies 
(1) K(x, y) 3 0, nontrivial, and homogeneous of degree - 1 for x, y >, 0. 
(2) M = 1% K(l, t) t-l/p dt, 
0 
6 = lrn K(1, t) t-‘/p log t dt, 
0 
y = Jrn K( 1, f) t-l/P(log t)” dt, and s m K(l, t) t-l/p 1 log t 13 dt 0 0 
all exist. 
(3) lo’ K(1, t) t-lip dt N s61 ns s -+ 0 for some 6, > 0 and 
I 
s 
K(t, 1) t-l” dt N s6, us s -+ 0 for some 6, > 0. 
0 
Then for f (x) > 0, the best constant M,for the inequality 
satis$es as n + 00 
Ma=,,-““(+2/M) 
e (log+ 
where 2 < 0 < max(p, q) + f, 6 > 0. 
Furthermore, if 
(4) K(x, y) is decre&nE us x, y + 03, a, >, 0, 
then 
gl ( kl Q, 4 a,.)” G Mep i aup 
u=l 
with M% as above. 
(**) 
This paper is divided into five sections. The first presents a review of 
closely reiated results and conjectures. The second presents the proof of 
the upper bound on M, for the integral result (*). The third presents the 
proof of the associated lower bound. The fourth presents the proof of the 
inequality for finite sums (* *). The fifth presents two applications. 
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I. RELATED RESULTS 
In the case of 1, , Wilf [3, 41 has shown: 
THEOREM (Wilf). Let &7,x, y) b e omo h g eneous of degree - 1, symmetric, and 
decreasing, and K( 1, t) = O(t-1/2+*) as t + a, for 8 > 0. Let Mn be the best 
possible constant for the inequality 
Then as n + co, 
M, 
where 
z M-f y - + O((log log n)/(los n)“) 2 (logn)” 
M = lrn K(t, 1) t-li2 dt, 
0 
y = 
s 
m (log t)2 K(t, 1) t-‘/2 dt. 
0 
An earlier result for the special case of the Hilbert Kernel, K(x, y) = 
l/(x + y), was done in deBruijn and Wilf [5]. The main result here duplicates 
the constant in the (log n)-” term to within E. 
Furthermore, deBruijn [6] elaborated on Carleman’s original proof 
of Carleman’s inequality, 
El (ala2 .**a,)l/u<ef a,, (a, not all 0) 
v=l 
and established as n ---f co the best constant Mn of 
.**av)l/‘<Mfii a,, 
u=l 
as 
M, = e - 2n2e/(log n)” + 0 ((d--)“) . 
This bears a startling similarity of the result of Wilf which uses linear 
theory. 
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The connecting link here is Hardy’s inequality which states for p > 0 and 
xi 3 0, not all 0, that 
.c, (Xl +X2 + . . . x,)Py-~ < (1 - I/p)-P 5 x,p. 
u=l 
Let xi = yi lip; then the above can be rewritten 
il (yi’” + yp + ** * yt’“)” v-* < (1 - l/p)-” f y” . 
iI=1 
Letting p -+ co, Carleman’s inequality follows. Ackermanns [7] generalized 
deBruijn’s technique for the case of finite sections of Carleman’s inequality to 
predict for finite sections of Hardy’s inequality 
K=4-2~+o((&)3). 0 71 
Theorem 1 predicts after the computation of M, 8, and y that for Hardy’s 
inequality 
M~~qLc248+0((L)3) 
e (log n)2 log n 
where 2 < 6’ < max(p, 4) + E. Hence, as p + co, the upper bound is in 
error by a factor of 2 since q/max(p, (I) + E -+ l/p while the correct value is 
2/p. Consequently, one may conjecture the true value of B to be pq/2 = 
( p + q)/2. Explicitly, 
Conjecture. In Theorem 1, M, is exactly 
M, = M 2n-2 b’ - s2/W 
P4 (log n)” + O ((&I-“) ’ 
which unfortunately cannot be proven here. So much for the review; in the 
next section, the proof of the upper bound on M, in Theorem 1 will be 
established for the integral case. 
2. PROOF OF (*)-UPPER BOUND ON Mn 
The integral part of Theorem 1 using conditions (l), (2), and (3) will be 
begun here. This will be proven in a very crude way: by upper and lower 
bounds. However, these bounds are sharp enough to get the (log n)-” behavior. 
The upper bound depends on the following result basically due to Wilf [4]. 
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It used the idea that Polya [8] used to prove Carleman’s inequality-: that of 
multiplying and dividing an expression by the same quantity and then using 
HtiIder’s inequality. 
Notation. For Q C R and an integral operator K: L,(Q) -+L,(O) (kernef 
function also denoted K) let 
II &zllP = SUP ( 
$ I Jsa K(“%Y)f(Y) dY I” dx 1’p 
fEL,Ud Jo If(rY’ dr 1 
denote the p-norm of the operator K on the set 52. 
PROPOSITION. Let K(x, y) be nonnegative for (x, y) E 52 x 52 (Q C R) and 
suppose (( Ksa (I9 exists. Then for any function h bounded and positive a.e., 
Proof. Let g(x) be bounded and positive a.e., and f EL*(Q), then 
j, j jQ f% y)f (y) dy jB dx 
With p(y) = h(y), this implies 
J-n I .bK(w9fbW Indx 
Jn I f(YN” dY 
~ ess sup Jsz K(x, x) CJa K(x, Y) h(y) dr)“-’ dx 
ZER h”-‘(z) 
Since this is true for all f~0’(Q), the result follows. 
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Now denote 
II &1*d II?, bY II &I 112, .
Then the following lemma can be stated. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose K(x, y) is homogeneous of degree - 1, nonnegative, and 
nontrivial in [I, n] x [l, n]. Let f and g be bounded and each positive a.e.; then 
11 K,, 11; < (e,ss,;tf ?]I;: K(t, 1) [,]P-l t-l/Q dt) 
x (es sup j’“‘” K(l, t) [B] t-l/p dt)‘-‘. 
reh.nl l/S 
Proof. From the previous proposition, 
II %I iI; < ez6;;y La K(t, 4 (f KG, Y)f 0) dy)p-l WW’-l 
= ess sup jkt/x, 1) (~nK(fy)fWy)p-ld ($)/fCx,p-l 
s.h.nl 1 
= ess sup 
zeh,nl 
jn” K(s, 1) ( jn Kk,y)f b9 dy)‘-l W(x)“-’ 
l/X 1 
= ess sup 
zoh,nl 
jn” K(s, 1) (j” KU, rb>f (y) W=)p-l Wf@)“-’ 
l/X 1 
= ess sup 
ed1.d 
j-16 K(s, 1) (1;;; K(1, t) f (stx) dt)‘-’ ds/f (x)“-’ 
= ess sup 
z&n1 
j- K(s, 1) [$$I ‘-’ (L;;; K( 1, t) f# dt)‘-’ ds 
l/X 
< ess sup 
zoh.nl 
1 (G” K(s, 1) [@] ‘-’ ds) 
X ess sup 
( 
jn’= K(1, t) [#] dt)‘-‘1 . 
s&/x,nlxl 1l.m 
Now 
ess sup j”‘“” K(l, t) [w] dt = ws;~ j.;;r K(l, t) [w] dt. 
s&/r.n/rl 1/m 
So for any x, the only allowable values of s place sx in [I, n] which is tanta- 
mount to computing each ess sup’s independently. 
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Following the indication of the best forms forf and g from the HLP theorem, 
replace f(x) by x-llpf(x) and g(x) by x-‘/“g(x) and the lemma follows. 
For example, in Lemma 1 set f = g = 1 and notice that 
s 
nix 
l/X 
K(t, 1) t-l/” dt = j’ K(1, t) t-‘/P dt; 
s-T/n 
/I K,] 11: < (rnfx sf, K(1, t) t-l’” dt) rn$x (L:r K(l, t) t-l’” dt)‘-‘, 
extending the integral bounds results in 
I/ Knl lip e jn K(l, t) t-1/P dt. 
1:7Z 
What one needs now is a better choice of functions! 
To simplify the notation, it is more convenient to deal with I(n) = [l/n, n] 
than with [I, n]. By allowing a+ n2 and x + x/n in Lemma 1 and allowingf 
and g to denote the shifted functions, one finds: 
MAIN LEMMA. Let K(x, y) be nonnegative and homogeneous of degree - 1 in 
I(n) x I(n). Let f and g be any two bounded functions positive a.e.; then 
II Knsl II; < ess SUP 
ZElh) 
jl;L K(t, 1) [#I”-’ t-l/a dt 
(1) 
X ess sup 
rsm 
(j’“” K(l, t) [g] t-l/z’ dt)‘-‘. 
ll?lX 
In order to prove the upper bound on 0 as stated in the Theorem 1, the 
following functions will be inserted into the inequality (1): 
g(x) = cos(a log x) 
f (Lx) = cos(a log Bx). 
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In particular, for 8, M, and E as defined in Theorem 1 let 
P = exp(--G/M), 
1 
O1 = t (1 + c) log n 
where in what follows n will be assumed so large that E log n exceeds log j3. 
For x E [l/n, n] bothg(x) andf(x) defined above are positive and the second 
integral of inequality (1) is 
max COS(~ 1% B4 
Snjx K(1, 4 [ cos(or log x) 
t-1,p & 
* xeI(n) l,nz 1 (2) 
For x E I(n) and within the bounds of the integral, the ratio of the two cosines 
is positive; hence, 
o < cos(a log /3xt) 
cos(a log x) 
= cos(01 log /3t) - tan(ol log x) sin(or log /3t). (3) 
The right-hand side of (3) can be bounded above when x ~1(n) and 
t E [l/nx, n/x] for some R, and R, by 
1 _ (a 1% Bt)” 
2 
+ R, ] a log /?t I3 - tan(a log x) (a log /3t) 
+ R, 1 tan(ol log x)] ] 01 log ,k?t I3 (4) 
since within the bounds for x and t, 01 log /It < V. Furthermore (4) can be 
guaranteed positive for all t E [0, co) since tan(a In x) remain bounded as 
n-+ co. Consequently, (2) can be bounded above by 
zgz& jm K( 1, t) t-l/p [ 1 - (a lo; W2 + R, I ~1 log Bt I3 
0 
- tan& log x) (a log fit) + R, ) tan(ol log x)1 I 01 log /?t Ia] dt. 
Since log/I = --6/M it follows that 
(5) 
s 
m K( 1, t) t-l/p log@) = 0, 
0 
and since max,,,(,) I tan(or In x)1 = tan[(77/2) l/(1 + c)] < co, (5) is equal to 
(redefining E) 
M _ f (Y - S2/M) 
8 (1 + 4 (log n>” + * ((&A3j . 
Now consider the first integral of the inequality (1) using the same f and g: 
s 
*lx 
max 
xsI(n) 1 ,RZ. 
K(t, 1) t-lqcos(a log tx)/cos(a log fix)]“-’ at. (6) 
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Let Ia(n) =- [Pin, $1; then letting t A 1 /t, (6) can be rewritten 
J’ 
m/l3 
max 
.VEI/+) 
K( 1, t) tr ‘:p[cos(a log /~~,‘Y)~cos(~ log +I”-’ dt. (7) 
all3n 
Just as for the first integral, 
0 < cos(a log pt/x)/cos(U log X) <f&Y, t) 
=: 1 - (a log /3t)2/2! + R, 1 01 log /3t I3 + tan(ol log X) (a log /?t) 
+ R, ) tan(ol log x)i 1 01 log jlt i3 
for t E [x/fin, xn//3], x E [p/n, @z]; and fO(x, t) is positive for all such x for 
every t E [0, co). Hence, (fa(x, t))p-l is a positive function for all t E [0, co) 
when x E [p/n, /3n] and dominates [cos((u. log fit/x)/cos(a log x)]“-’ when 
t E [xl@, xn//3]. Now let (fs(x, t))p-l = (1 - ~)p-l where s represents all that 
comes after 1 in fs; then (1 - s)P--l is dominated by 
1 -(P- l)s+(p- l)(P-2)W 
+ NP - 1) (P - 2) (P - 3)/3! I I s3 I ry) I 1 - s IP-l 
a 
be Taylor’s theorem. The limiting factor here is the 9 term which contains a 
term (tan(a log x))” (a log /3t)2 which can be eliminated by assuming that 
p < 2, making this 3 term always negative. Furthermore the max occurring 
in the fourth term is bounded since f0 can be bounded away from 0 for all 
t E [0, co). Hence, 
(1 - q-1 < 1 - (p - 1) S + L 1 s 13 
for t E [x/@z, m//3] and L can be selected so that 
1 -(p- l)S+LlS/a>o 
for all t 3 0 when x ~$a(%). Hence, there is a function which dominates the 
integrand of the second integral between the integral’s limits and is non- 
negative elsewhere so 
s 
xnp 
max 
xE43(n) x/En 
K( 1, t) t-liP[cos(a log pt)/cos(a l g Cc)]“-’dt 
-< max 
s 
m K(l, t) t-l/p(l - (p - 1) s +L ) s I”) dt 
xqgn) 0 
< M - (p - 1) a2(y - S2/M)/2 + L’o? 
,M-((P-1)T2(+Z/M) 
q1 + c) (log n)2 
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Combining the two integral estimates by using 
(Y - VW 
w == (1 + <) (log n)” 
in (I), 
GM-$ ( + O((log n)$ (M - @ - 81) rrzW + O((log n)--3)) 
_ 
( 
j&r”-1 _ (P -s” 7&J M”- + O((log n)-3)) 
x (M - cp - ;)rnzw + O((log ?+a)) 
= MD - MP-1 cp - ;’ n2w + O((log n)-3) 
=( 
M _ p - 1 lr2w 
__ ~ + O((log ?z)-s$ 
P 4 
so 
and 
r2 (y - S2/M) 
II Kd IIP G M - p (1 + <) (log n)2 
Note the restriction p < 2. If p > 2, then consider the transpose of K, that 
is, the function K+(x,y) = K(y, x). Then I/ Kil llQ = /I K,] Iln where 4 must 
be less than 2. But then 
Jrn K(1, t) t-““(log t)” dt = (-1)” Ja K(t, 1) t-i/g(log t)” dt, 
0 0 
so using q and K+ does not change M or y, and only alters the sign of 6 which 
appears in the upper bound as S2. Hence, there is no essential difference in the 
computed result except that p and q are interchanged resulting in a denomina- 
tor containing max(p, q). By adjusting E again this completes the proof of 
the upper bound. Notice that condition (3) of Theorem 1 is not used to 
estimate the upper bound and it appears that the upper bound is closer to 
the true value of M, for large p than is the lower bound which requires (3). 
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3. PROOF OF (*)-LOWER BOUND ON M, 
To place a lower bound on /I K+l iI9 the following can be used. For any 
f ~-UWl 
hence for any n < n 
c.K,. I Jl”/n wcY)f (Y) dY ID W” < /, K 
(J$ If(Y dr)“” 21 P . 
,, 
For any positive b let the p-norm in [ l/6, b] of the function f be denoted 
where now (a B < 1, 
n= b.$, /3>1. 
Let 
u(x) = j”I K(x, y) y-l/p cos (+- z) dy 
l/pcos (2%) dy 
(where for j3 < 1, n2 = /3n2, n, = l//3%‘, 
(and for p > 1, n2 = n2/fi3, n1 = /3/n”. 
Then, 
a(x) >, joa K(x, y) y--l/p cos (; E) dy 
- jnI K(x, y) y-11” dy - jol’- K(x, y) y-l/p dy. 
Now using the homogeneity of K and condition (3) of the theorem 
s 
lhl 
K(x, y) y-l/” dy = x-l/P 
1 
l/ml 61 
K( 1, t) t-l/r’ dt w x-l/P , 
0 -0 
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and 
I m qx, y) x-l/2’ dy = x-l/P jm K(1, t) t-llr’dt % n,le 
I 
sin, 62 
= x-l/P K(t, 1) t-l/q dt N x-l/~ . 
0 
Hence 
Now 
s 
m 
0 
qx, y)y-llp cos ($g) dy 
(*) 
- x-ljp sin ($ z) j: K(1, t) t-lIPsin (+g) dt. 
Denote the first integral in (8) (cosine in integrand) as Ii, and the second 
integral in (8) (sine in integrand) as r. Notice that for n sufficiently large R. 
is positive since the cosine can be made positive in the region where 
K(1, t) t-‘/P has as much of its mass as is needed. 
Define 
fc(x) = x-l/P cos (3 $J 
and 
fJx) = x-ljp sin ($ +J . 
Then for x E I(n) 
a(x) > Rofc(x) - Ye? - 2 ~(~‘~~‘1) - 2 x-~‘~+~z. 
1 2 
Now since R, is positive for n sufficiently large there is a function fa(x) > 0 
when x E I(n) such that for x E I(n) 
a(x) = Rn(fc(x) +f&)) -- rfs(x) - $f- x-(+~‘~+~,) - g x-~‘~+‘z 
1 2 
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therefore for n sufficiently large and using Minkowski’s inequality repeated& 
R2 -- + II x?+‘~ li1, .
Evaluating the final two terms in (9) and noting that II( llp = ii( ilP 
yields 
II a, l/p b (4, - I 7 I) Il( 119 + W-min(61’62)). 
Consequently, 
Now four quantities must be computed: 1 Y i , ]l(fJ, 112, , [](f)n IiD , & . 
s 
cc 
7= 
0 
K(l,t)r~‘issin(~~)dr. (A) 
There exists m > 0 such that for all x sin(x) < x + m / x I3 and sin(x) >, 
x - m I x I3 therefore 
I 0 
<7< + m ($ g)“) dt. 
Since as before 
s 
?C(l,t)t-Wog@dt=O 
0 
the result is 
I 7 I = 0 ((&)l) . 
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ll(fc>. Ile = (s,“:. / x-l/P cos (+ $y) lP dy 
== (s:,” co@ (+ 2) d(log x))l’O w 
= (1 log n j::r2 cosy(x) dx)l!y = O((log n)lip). 
Il(f)n (II) = (sl:‘. 1 x-l/Y cos ($ p@) jy dy 
(Cl 
=pyj~~21coss/‘dx)y 
57 log+ 
s1 = -2- logn 
n 1% n/B 
s2 q = - 7 log . 
For /3 < 1 
For ,8 > 1 
In both cases the second integrals are transformed into one another by 
/3 ---f l//3. So consider only the case j3 > 1 and let 
Then 
7i log@ rl+y 5-r 
“‘--2logn/~=T~- 2 - ( 
211 
’ + lpq > ’ 
and so for s3 = n[~/(l - y)] 
s s3 1 cosx Ipdx = sinP x dx = O(~p+l) as 7 +o. 0 
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Therefore 
As a consequence of (B) and (C) above 
II( IIP ___ = (1 + 0 ((&“-))L:‘Y 
ll(f 172 IIB 
So for p > 1 and using (A) above 
All that is needed now is to compute R,; 
R, = J” K(1, t) t-l/” cos (” =) dt, 
0 2 logn 
and since cos(x) 3 1 - (x2/2) - m 1 x j3 for m large enough 
R, 2 s,= K(1, t) t-lip dt + + ($):! ($&2 la K(1, t) t3p(loglgt)2dt 
Hence 
I/ Kn2, lip 3 M - 2 (’ - 82’M) 
8 (log a)2 + O [(&I31 
and 
/j Knl /Ip >, M - 2 (?’ - 82/M) 
2 (log n)2 + O I&“1 
which completes the proof of the lower bound. 
4. PROOF OF (**) 
This section relates the results for the integral case back to the situation of 
finite sums. It is shown in Wilf [4] that for a, 2 0 
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Hence with 1x1 denoting the greatest integer of x 
M,,p < max jn 4lIxn, Pll) (jl” wa UYli)f(Y) dY)p-l gf(t)“-’ 
ta,n1 1 
with, say, f a nonnegative step function with appropriate jumps at integers. 
The basic idea of deBruijn and Wilf [5] was that for K homogeneous of 
degree -1 and decreasing for X, y increasing 
(1 + h) K(u - 1 + h, V - 1 + h) 
=K u-l+h 
i 
v-lfh 
l+h ’ l+h 1 
3 m4 ua 
for h > 0 and small since in that case [[u] > (U - 1 + h)/(l + h). Conse- 
quently for anyf > 0 
M,P, < ess sup(1 
&[l,d] 
I 4 
a.e., 
+ h)p j-” K(x - 1 + h, t - 1 + h) 
1 
\p--1 / 
x (J 
1 
K(x - 1 + ky - 1 + 4.W dy) d~/f(t)~-l 
= (1 + h)P ess sup tE[l,lZ,,IZ,l J1;:. K(x, t, (i;;, m y# dy)p-l ax 
where n’ = [(n” - I + h)/h]ll”. Therefore 
Mnz G (1 + 4 II &,zl lip. 
So for h = O((l/log n)“) (or even h = c/n) the upper bound holds. The lower 
is even easier since 
Mnp = max cxcvn=1 m4 w) %J>” 
(a1.%>...,%) C;=, auP 
_ max S:(S:K(u~n,uyn)f(y)d~)"d~ 
8tt?p&CtiOIl S;f “(4 dx 
>, sup S1”(S~K(x,y)f(y)dy)“x =,,K ,/,p 
f>O 
J;fp(x) dx n ” 
f~L,[l*nl 
Therefore, (**) holds with M, as in the integral case. 
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5. SOME APPLICATION 
Two applications of Theorem 1 will now be given. 
(a) The best constant for finite sections of Hilberts inequality. Since 
this is simply a computation of the parameters involved in Theorem 1 the 
result will be stated without proof. 
COROLLARY 1. For a,, 6, 3 0 not all zero the best possible constant h, for 
satis$es fey any E > 0 and 2 < 8 < max(p, Q) I E 
hl = 2 CSC(dP) - r5 CSC3(4P) + 0 [(&)3] qog n)2 
(where it is conjectured that 0 = pq/2). 
(b) The inequality concerning integrals can be used to produce the 
behavior of the norm of an integral operator of the Wiener-Hopf type when 
the kernel is not symmetric. The necessary transformation appear in deBruijn 
and Wilf [5]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G(t) ELM non-negative with G(t) = O[eSitf] as 
t + CO. Suppose C?(f) = sTrn G(x) ecixc d x is three times da&rentiable in the 
vicinity of the origin. Then h, , the best constant of the inequality 
s_“,j-; G(x - Y)f (d&4 dx dr G AA (j-;f “(4 dx)1’2 (j~;t?(4 d$” 
f,R>,O 
satisfies for any E > 0 and 2 < 0 < 2 + E 
A, = G(O) - y- 73 P3w/~(o) - @WI + O(A-3) 
4A2 
asA+co. 
Proof. Let K(x, y) = G(log(x/y))(xy)1/2 then K(x, y) is nonnegative and 
homogeneous of degree - 1. Since K(1, t) = [G(-log t)/N2] K satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 1 with 
jm K(1, t) tN2(log t)” dt = s- G(-log t) (log t)” f 
0 0 
=s 
1 G(x) (-@ dx = (i)” $$- f?(l) 1 . 
U=O 
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M = e(O), 6 = ie’(O), y = -C?‘(O) and the corollary follows. Note the 
condition of exponential order on G as t -+ co; it is only used to produce the 
lower bound by creating condition (3) of the Theorem 1. 
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